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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Parents, often fathers, criticize the geography know-
ledge of their high school children. Very often, it seems,
the geographical knowledge upon which the parent places great
importance is quite factual in nature.
This study will attempt to find out what parents con-
sider most important in the field of United States geography,
what they believe should be taught, and if they, themselves,
know more or less of these geography facts than their chil-
dren.
This study will endeavor to answer these questions:
1. What do parents want their high school children to
know in the field of United States geography?
2. How much do high school children know of what their
parents want them to know?
3. How much do parents know of what they want their
high school children to know?
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CHAPTER II
RELATED LITERATURE
A lack of many objective studies makes it difficult to
determine the kind of geographical knowledge and understand-
ings possessed by the American public. Whatever knowledge
and understandings are possessed are quite apt to be the re-
sult of courses studied in school.
An examination of the amount and kind of geography
taught in the schools and the amount of training of teachers
of geography is, then, a measure of what we might expect from
the average American.
This study will endeavor to show that yesterday's stu-
dents who are now today's parents think of geography as es-
sentially place location; that this is undoubtedly due to
poor teaching which emphasized facts alone and memorization
without regard to the why or how, that this poor teaching is
generally due to the lack of proper training of geography
teachers and that the majority of high school pupils in the
United States is not benefited by any geographical training.
Let us first examine the amount of geography taught
in the schools and then the preparation of geography teachers
for their subject.
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3In examining the high school curriculum, White and
Williams state.
It is in the high school that geography has
suffered most: here it is either non-existent or,
if existent, it has been almost crowded out by
social studies. Often it is poorly taught.
This war has made us aware of the fact that
geography is more than an elementary school sub-
ject. We now know that it challenges the best
minds we have . We know further that though it
is the background of all statesmanship, it is,
except in a few countries, little understood in
the world of states.
^
Will geography, because of World War II, find an easy
entrance into the overcrowded high school curriculum? White
and Williams write that.
Geographers must fight against the prejudices
of the generations which studied "sailor geography"
and the distrust of the representatives of the
other sciences--and all because of ignorance of
what modern geography really is.^
In a survey of the nation's schools, 11 out of 33 state
superintendents reported that geography was taught in their
senior high schools. The 33 replies represented more than
830,000 senior high school students in all parts of the
United States. Only 4.7 per cent of this group were study
-
3
ing geography.
C. Langdon White and Joseph E. Williams, "Will Geography
Be A Core Subject in the Post-War Secondary School Curricu-
lum?" The Journal of Geography (January, 1945), 44; 15-16.
2 James F. Chamberlain, "Geography in the Senior High
School," The Journal of Geography (March, 1936), 35: 108.
5Ibid.
r.
'
4In the state of Missouri, geography is taught in 514 of
the 848 high schools in the state. This represents a total
school population of 198,864 6f which 12,650 or 6.03 per cent
have work available in geography.'*'
Of the total number of students enrolled in the high
2
schools of Arkansas 8 per cent were studying geography.
In the state of Massachusetts, of the 259 senior high
3
schools, only 157 of them or 60.6 per cent teach geography.
It can be seen from the above figures that geography is
not being treated on an equal footing with other subjects
in the high school. In fact, just the opposite is true.
This lack of teaching has had its ill effects. In re-
porting on 1600 U.S. Army Air Cadets, Schwendeman reported
that a tabulation showed that about two out of each fifty
4
admitted any geography training beyond the grades.
Hutter, in a report on the same group of cadets said.
Less than half knew anything about the location
of the Equator or the light lines--Cancer
,
Capricorn,
^Clarence Burt Odell and Leslie Wood White, "The Status
of Geography in the High Schools of Missouri," The Journal of
Geography (February, 1942), 41: 41 (citing 91st report
Missouri Public Schools 1939-1940)
.
2 James E. Collier, "Geography in the High Schools of
Arkansas," The Journal of Geography (April, 1943), 42: 138.
^Russell A. Mack, Massachusetts Biennial Surveys
,
1944-45. Issued by the Massachusetts State Department of
Education, Boston.
^J. R. Schwendeman, "Some Experience in Teaching Sixteen
Hundred Cadets of the U.S. Army Air Force," The Journal of
Geography (April, 1945), 44: 152.
r.
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5Arctic Circle, and Antarctic Circle. Probably
several who associated name and symbol correctly
were guessing. About half knew which map symbol
represented the Prime Meridian and the International
Date Line. Less than half knew which lines repre-
sented parallels and which meridians. Hence these
terms carried no directional significance. An in-
significant number of about 20 per cent had any
idea of latitudinal or longitudinal sequence or
limitations. None, to my knowledge, had any con-
scious method for proceeding in labeling any given
parallel or meridian with the proper degree of
latitude or longitude.
The men in this survey represented every state in the Union
with the exception of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.
White and Williams write.
The Air Age has put us at the threshold of a
new era. We know now that the United States does
not and cannot live alone in the world. If it be
true that no spot on earth is more than sixty hours
from the nearest airport, then the day is gone when
we were creatures of our narrow locale. No longer
can the world be compartmentalized into continents
or even hemispheres. When human security is dis-
turbed anywhere on earth, it is immediately threat-
ened everywhere. The great lesson of aviation taught
by the present war is that our globe is a terribly
small place ... .American public opinion has not been
in harmony with the facts of geography as these now
operate in the shrunken global community. Geography
is needed to lift the individual out of his local
habitat and give him a broader outlook on this
world.
Ekblaw expresses a similar opinion when he states.
Our people must be more fully trained in
geography, made better acquainted than they have
been heretofore with the world in which they live.
±Harry K. Hutter, ’’Mistakes Made in Geography by Begin-
ning Air Corps Cadets,” The Journal of Geography (March, 1944)
43: 108-111.
^White and Williams, op cit
.
t p. 13.
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6not only their immediate bailiwick or the narrow
strips of territory through which they may have
traveled, but the many distinctive regions beyond
the purviews of their personal experiences. The
growth of the appreciation of geography depends
as much upon the expansion of the mental horizon
with maturity, as by the expansion of the factual
horizon with study; the adjustment of geographic
training to the broader view and greater capacity
of the growing child entails a continuous program
from the grades to the colleges. 1
However, this viewpoint of a continuous program from
the grades to the college has been a long time in evolving
in the United States. It has been the elementary school
which has carried for so long a time the overwhelming burden
of trying to teach the geography of the whole world in the
first eight and sometimes seven years of school.
Calahan writes very bitterly of this, stating,
Geography is a subject for the study of which
a whole life time is inadequate. For the most
part, our educational system decrees that geography
shall be taught to the very young and shall cease
to be taught in the higher grades. A few colleges
teach it as an elective subject but it is not taken
too seriously. The difficulty with this system is
that geography depends for its understanding on
many allied subjects which cannot be taught to the
very young. Thus, many of us reach years of dis-
cretion without again being subjected to a systematic
study of the subject, and all the geography we ac-
quire, we manage somehow to soak up through our
pores or through general reading. Geography is not
deemed a subject for grown-ups, yet in our expanding
world with its rapid communication, the complete
interdependence of nations, and the enlarged horizon
thrust upon us by two world wars, there is a crying
%. Elmer Ekblaw, "Geography in the Schools of Democ-
racy," Education (January, 1935), 55: 259-260.
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7need for organized instruction. 1
There is no doubt that ’’place location geography,”
’’sailor geography,” or ’’almanac geography,” call it what
you will, has hurt the development of geography to the place
it rightly deserves in the high school curriculum. White
and Williams state that, "Many educators--and unfortunately
for geography many whose decisions are all important--still
look upon geography as dealing solely with that deadly nausea
2
of place location."
Hudgins puts it very well when he says,
Geography is certainly not a new branch of
learning. The Egyptians speculated on the size
and shape of the earth; the Greeks on the influence
of the seasons. However, in the great subdivisions
geography came to mean the locating of places and
naming of commodities and their distribution and
it is thus that many even today continue to think
of the subject. But it is much more. It now means
a study of all the influence of natural environment--
land, water, air--upon the nature and distribution
of man’s activities and qualities. Thus, it deals
with the facts of the physical sciences but is a
social science. One may ask what does geography
contribute that is not contributed by history, eco-
nomics and sociology? The latter deal with man's
social relations; geography deals with inter-rela-
tions between man and his earth environment.
An examination of what has been written regarding the
training of teachers of geography reveals some significant
1Harold Augustin Calahan, Geography For Grown-Ups
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1946), pp . 1-2
.
^White and Williams, op . cit
.
,
p. 11.
^Bert Hudgins, "Geography in a Liberal Arts Curriculum,”
Education (February, 1936), 56: 371-372.
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A recent survey of the New York City Schools calls the
geography teaching ineffective and summarizes the reasons
as follows:
The ineffective teaching of geography may be
due to inadequate time allotment, insufficient num-
ber of specialists trained to teach the subject,
the teacher's or supervisor's lack of interest in
teaching geography as a separate subject, too great
a spread of geography classes among teachers re-
gardless of interests or licenses, lack of utiliza-
tion of current magazines as a teaching aid, and
the lack of travel and professional training among
geography teachers.
Of the reasons advanced in this summary, an insufficient
number of specialists trained to teach the subject might well
be the most important. Only 28 per cent of the geography
teachers in 82 per cent of the New York City Schools have
been licensed to teach geography. About three-fifths of the
geography teachers who are graduates of training schools have
not had training in geography beyond training school. Almost
half of the teachers who are liberal arts college graduates
had no geography courses in college at all. "About one out
of six has had no geography training beyond elementary
school
.
Foscue's survey of the state of Texas showed that in
200 high schools reporting, 53 geography teachers admitted
•^Hermans S. Levi, "Ineffective Geography Teaching--Why?
"
The Journal of Geography (May, 1938), 37: 185-188.
2 Ibid.
,
p. 185.
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1
having had no college training in the subject.
This lack of a formal college training is more easily
understood when one considers that at the beginning of World
War II there were only about 500 professional geographers
(almost all college teachers) throughout the country.^
In a survey of all of the teacher training institutions
in the country Miller reports several findings.
1. Students entering the teachers colleges of the
country have had almost no geography since they
were children in the grades. In most cases they
have had none since they were in the 7th grade.
2. Great numbers of elementary school and high school
teachers, supervisors and administrators now at
work in the schools have had little or no training
in geography beyond what they received as children
in the grades.
5. Little or no geography is required in teacher
colleges even though most of their graduates be-
come grade teachers and will teach geography if
working above the 3rd grade.
^
This survey touched all teacher training institutions and in
addition questioned more than 2800 teachers distributed ac-
cording to population throughout the various states.
^Edwin J. Foscue, "The Place of Geography in the Senior
High School with Special Reference to Texas," The Journal of
Geography (March, 1956), 35: 120.
^Hoyt Lemons and Lewis Cannell, "Geography Aids in War
Training," Education (March, 1944), 64: 447.
^George J. Miller, "The Training of Geography Teachers,"
Thirty-Second Yearbook of the National Society for the Study
of Education, 1933, p. 364.
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Lemons cites five reasons for geography faring so badly
in both elementary and secondary schools.
1. Competition has been strong from new subjects
such as "current events," "social studies,"
biology and general science, and from better
established older subjects. In some instances
these latter receive strong backing from special
interest groups. Geography, having no such groups,
receives no such backing.
2. Early geography, which was largely physical due
to influence of geologists, failed to sufficiently
contribute to the basic principle of secondary
school education as set forth by the organizers
of our first public high school. The purpose
was, "To give a child an education that shall fit
him for active life."
5. Those in positions of administration and curricu-
lum construction have shown too little interest.
Few such persons have college training in geog-
raphy, and this reacts against it while favoring
subjects with which they are more familiar.
4. So few people know any public demand for it.
5. Poor and ineffectual teaching has lead to student
dislike of the subject. Taught, as it often is,
by descriptive and memorization methods, it fre-
quently is a dead subject or a snap course. To
be effective, geography must be taught in an
interpretative manner. The dots of a population
map show where people live; but the why of their
being there involves interpretation and arouses
interest . 1
There is need then for more geography in the high school
curriculum but first teachers must be properly trained to
teach the subject.
Foster and Calloway in citing conditions calling for a
readjustment of geography teaching in the secondary school
iHoyt Lemons, "The Role of Geography in Post-War Educa-
tion," Education (January, 1945), 65: 284.
X«
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1. Geography, originally a university and. later a
secondary school subject, has expanded into the
elementary school, and the pupil there gains much
of the information that formerly the university
and the secondary school alone were prepared to
give
.
2. The atlas, the railway guide, and the encyclopedia
now provide for the layman ready access to loca-
tional and descriptive facts, thereby eliminating
the need for memorizing a great mass of such in-
formation .
3. General science is assuming responsibility for the
interpretation of many familiar natural phenomena,
thus taking away another traditional duty from
geography. These changes, far from leaving geog-
raphy without content, really emancipate the sub-
ject from the necessity of building up numerous
subordinate concepts, and thus prepare the way
for effective concentration on the present main
objective .
1
In summary, this chapter has endeavored to show that an
examination of the amount and kind of geography taught in
the schools and the amount of training possessed by teachers
of geography is indicative of what we might expect from the
American public; that "place location," or "sailor" geography,
has been emphasized to the detriment of the subject and that,
....The content of geography courses should not be
determined by the logic of scientific geography,
but by the nature of the problems faced by mankind.
It is that the outcomes sought from the teaching of
geography should not be alone the mastery of formal
facts of the science, but should include attitudes
and purposes tending to facilitate the solution of
1Alice Foster and Katharine L. Calloway, "Geography in
the Senior High School," Thirty-Second Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education, 1933, p. 288.
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^Daniel A. Prescott, "Geography and International Re-
lations," Education (January, 1935), 34: 269.
.
CHAPTER III
PLAN OF THE STUDY
This study required finding out what parents want their
high school children to know in the field of United States
geography, how much high school children know of what their
parents want them to know, and how much do the parents know
of what they want their high school children to know.
To answer the above questions for one town, all of the
parents of students in the Wayland High School, Wayland,
Massachusetts, were questioned.
A letter was sent to parents of all high school pupils
in the Wayland High School. Careful consideration was given
to the method of ascertaining what parents wanted. It was
felt that more responses would come from parents if a check-
off type of questionnaire was used in which the questions or
statements are already formulated and require a check mark
or a mere "yes" or "no" to give an answer or render an
opinion.
This type of questionnaire, however, was exactly what
was not wanted because it presupposes the material a person
might think important but could not possibly include all
that everyone might consider important. Further, it might
13
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act as a "leading" device to obtain statements that a parent
might not otherwise have expressed, thereby destroying the
attempt to find out what the parent considered important.
Therefore, it was decided to use the letter type of inquiry
which would ask the parent to write anything he wished in
reply to the question, "What geographical information and
understandings of the United States do you feel high school
students should know?"
To appeal to the parents, it was felt that the letter
would have to be brief and to the point, approximately three
paragraphs in length including directions, and that the first
paragraph should establish a reason for soliciting the in-
formation.
In order to assure as great a response as possible,
parents should be informed that they need not sign their
name to the letter. It was hoped that this would act as a
means of obtaining replies from parents who might fear embar-
rassment of some sort or who preferred to remain anonymous.
Because of the difficulty in answering this type of
questionnaire in which the questionee must initiate his own
response without any suggestions from the questioner it was
realized that the return might not be very great. However,
the value of such a response far outweighed the chance of
failure and the letter was composed as follows:
;
•
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Center School
Wayland. Mass.
Dec. 9, 1946
To the Parents of Wayland High School Students:
In the time which has elapsed since you were students,
it is only reasonable to suppose that your experiences have
given you ideas regarding certain school subjects. In order
to find out what Wayland parents think high school boys and
girls should know in one specific area of information we are
sending you this letter.
On the reverse side of this paper, we would like to
have you tell us what definite geographical information and
understandings of the UNITED STATES you feel high school
students should know. These items may be listed by either
or both parents or guardians
.
Do not sign your name to this paper . This is not a
personal questionnaire. Extra paper may be used if neces-
sary. Please return this paper within one week in the
envelope enclosed. Your son or daughter can return it to
the school.
Very truly yours
,
Russell F. Gearin
:'
I
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One hundred and eighty-nine questionnaire letters were
sent home with the high school students. Families having
more than one child in the high school reduced the number of
families actually represented to 154. Of this number, 63
returned the letter with the requested information. The
percentage of the return was 40.9 per cent.
The statements made by the parents were compiled in
order of the number of parents concurring in opinions. It
will be noted that great stress is laid upon factual informa-
tion. It is particularly revealing to see the number of
parents, 50.7 per cent of them, who felt that high school
boys and girls should be able to name all of the 48 states
and their capital cities. Some of the parents did not dif-
ferentiate between geography, history and civics.
Table 1. Geographical Information and Understandings for
High School Students Deemed Important by 63 Parents.
Item Number of Per Cent
Parents of Parents
*1. Be able to name the 48 states 32 50.7
2. Be able to name the 48 state capi-
tals 32 50.7
3. Knowledge of communications (rail-
roads
,
etc
.
) 28 46.0
4. Be able to name the largest rivers. 28 46.0
5. Be able to name manufactured prod-
ucts of U.S 18 28.5
6. Be able to name agricultural prod-
ucts of U.S 18 28.5
-x-Note: The writer has edited each question but has tried
to retain insofar as possible, the original wording of the
parent
.
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Table 1. (cont.)
Item Number of
Parents
Per Cent
of Parents
7. Be able to name manufacturing areas
of U.S 16
8. Be able to name the mountains of
the U.S 16
9. Know the climates of the U.S 16
10. Be able to name agricultural areas
25.5
25.3
25.3
of U.S 14 22.2
11. Know the principal cities of the
U.S 14
12. Know the lakes of the U.S 10
13. Know the boundaries of the 48
states 8
14. Know the leading industries of the
22.2
15.8
12.5
U.S 8
15. Know the leading industries of each
state 8
16. Know the products of each state.... 8
17. Know the population of each state.. 6
18. Know the dams in the U.S 4
19. Know the principal seaports 4
20. Know the imports and exports of the
U.S 4
21. Know the natural resources of the
12.5
12.5
12.5
9.5
6.3
6.3
6.3
U.S
22. Know the valleys of the U.S
23. Know the size of the U.S. as com-
pared with other countries
24. Know the population of the U.S. as
compared with other countries
25. Know the topography of the U.S
26. Know the centers and density of
population
27. Know of conservation of natural
resources
28. Know interstate commerce
29. Know how to read a map
30. Know what each state is noted for..
31. Know the number of states
32. Know Massachusetts and Middlesex
County
33. Know about the advantages of water
power
34. Know the rivers that flood and the
cause
4 6.3
4 6.3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3.1
3.1
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
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Table 1. (concluded)
Item
Number of
Parents
Per Cent
of Parents
55. Know the richness of the soil of
each state or region 1 1.5
36. Know the water supply and sewerage
of large cities 1 1.5
37. Know the rainfall of the U.S. and
its influence on crops 1 1.5
38. Be able to draw freehand a map of
the U.S. with 48 states and name at
least half of the state capitals... 1 1.5
39. Know where popular men of U.S.
lived 1 1.5
40. Know the Gulf of Mexico 1 1.5
41. Know the workings of our govern-
ment, especially the carrying out
of laws and rules in the constitu-
tion 1 1.5
42. The United Nations Organization
should be studied and discussed as
an important part of every world
history course 1 1.5
43. Know the history of each state 1 1.5
44. Know all the presidents of the U.S.
and how they became president 1 1.5
45. Know all about the representation
of each state and about their own
state and all the goings on at the
capital 1 1.5
46. Each pupil should become familiar
with our form of democratic govern-
ment 1 1.5
47. Each pupil should have a knowledge
of the voter’s responsibility 1 1.5
48. Know about the government and how
it is run 1 1.5
49. Know a little about the big shots
in history, for instance, George
Washington, Nathan Hale, Patrick
Henry and Paul Revere 1 1.5
f ’
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Building the test .-- The writer took the following into
consideration in building the test. (l) The questions should
try to embrace, insofar as possible, all of the information
which the parents considered important. (2) The time needed
for taking the test should be short enough to fit into a
high school period of 50 minutes.
The materials suggested by the parents contained more
questions than the time limit of the test would allow. Ac-
cordingly, all statements not having at least two parents
concurring were not included in the test.
Because of the apparent difficulty of the questions and
the need for the most efficient testing device possible, a
combination of true and false, multiple choice, completion,
and matching questions were used.
The first draft of the test was discussed in the Elemen-
tary Education Seminar. The questions were refined and the
parts of the test arranged in order of the probable time
necessary to complete each part.
Instructions for students were on the first page of
the test. Instructions for parents were on a separate sheet
of paper. The students took the test home to their parents
immediately after the High School had been tested.
The test and its instructions follow.
• J
•
'
' ....
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To the Student:
INSTRUCTIONS
Start writing as soon as you have finished reading the
directions and filled out the information requested below.
Do not spend too much time on any one question but continue
with the test until you have finished and then return to any
unanswered items.
It will not be necessary for you to sign your name to this
test but the following information would be appreciated.
Grade (fill in x)
Freshman Male
Sophomore Female
Junior
Senior Age
Number of courses in geography studied in high school?
Total number of semesters?

21
To the Parents of Wayland High School Students;
Your cooperation in filling out the questionnaire letter
recently submitted to you has been greatly appreciated. The
information which you volunteered has been used to compile
this test which has already been given in the high school.
Would you be so kind as to return to your school days
once again and take this geography test. Like the good
student we trust that you will answer the questions to the
best of your ability without use of any reference material.
It is UNNECESSARY FOR YOU TO SIGN YOUR NAME to this test
but the following information would be greatly appreciated.
The parent taking this test is father or mother? (Please
underline which.)
Did you fill out and return the questionnaire letter sub-
mitted to you?
The number of your children in high school by grades:
Freshman
,
Sophomore
,
Junior
,
Senior
Your son or daughter will return this test to the high
school. Thank you.
r '
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This test is built upon certain geographical information
and understanding deemed important in the questionnaire re-
sponses of parents of Wayland High School pupils. Since this
test concerns only the United States in the world picture, it
should not be considered complete.
Directions: On the line provided after each question write
either TRUE or FALSE whichever you believe best describes the
statement
.
1. The farmer draws upon natural resources when he raises
crops such as corn, wheat and cotton.
2. The United States is 7/10 as large as Europe.
3. The state of Texas is larger than France.
4. All of the people in the world could easily fit
into the state of Montana.
5.
Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy and Japan
could all easily fit into the United States at
the same time.
6. The many regions of the United States are a dis-
advantage due to increased difficulties in
transportation
.
7. Certain areas of the Coastal Plain are low and
swampy
8. Railroads from New York to southern Florida
travel over fairly level routes.
9. The climate of the Coastal Plain ranges from
temperate to tropical.
10.
Rivers on the Atlantic Coast flow eastward.
11.
Irrigation makes the Appalachian Plateau an
important food growing section of the United
States
12. There is much grazing done in the Western High-
lands because the land is of little use for
anything else.
13. The Great Basin is used extensively for farming
due to the great demand for vegetables in that area.
-t C't
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14. Decayed volcanic rock makes the soil of the
Columbia Plateau very fertile.
15. The rays of the sun in striking the earth cause
differences in temperature.
16. It has been proven that seasonal changes are good
for people.
17. Warm winds carry greater quantities of water
vapor than cool winds.
18. Rainfall in the eastern and central states
comes from the Pacific Ocean.
19. Air rising in regions of low pressure causes
dry weather.
20. Air descending in regions of high pressure
causes wet weather.
21. Winds blowing into high latitudes cause dry
weather
.
22. Winds blowing from sea to land in summer cause
wet weather.
23. Winds blowing up a mountain slope cause dry
weather
24. An anticyclonic storm brings fair weather.
25. Low and high pressure areas start at some point
in the West and move in a general easterly
direction.
DIRECTIONS: The following questions are multiple choice.
Underline the answer or answers you consider correct.
Va' -X-
1. The United States is smaller than:
Argentina; Canada; India; Brazil; China; Soviet Union.
2. The United States has the following fractional part of
the world's population:
1/4; 1/2; 1/8; 1/16; 3/8.
i > i
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3. The rivers of the United States over 1,000 miles in length
are
:
Mississippi; Arkansas; Brazos; Osage; Rio Grande;
Yellowstone; Colorado; Columbia; Pecos; Ohio;
Susquehanna; Missouri; Wabash; Snake; Red.
4. The greatest quantity of gasoline comes into New England
by means of:
Tanker (ship); Truck; Railroad tank car; Pipeline.
5. The following cities which would be considered principal
seaports of the United States are:
New York, N.Y. Birmingham, Ala. Richmond, Va.
Spokane, Wash. Fort Worth, Tex. Philadelphia, Pa.
Baltimore, Md. New Orleans, La. Los Angeles, Cal.
Dallas, Tex. Atlanta, Ga. Pensacola, Fla.
6. Four of the following names are those of the highest dams
in the United States. They are:
Council Bluffs;
Grand Coulee;
Rock Springs;
Great Falls;
Stillwater;
Boulder;
Shasta;
Ross
;
Grand Forks
.
7. The river which connects the Great Lakes with the Atlantic
Ocean is:
Mississippi; Ohio; Ottawa; St. Lawrence; Hudson.
8. The most densely populated state is:
Pennsylvania; New Jersey; New York; Texas;
Rhode Island; Maryland; Delaware; Ohio.
9. The five states which have the greatest population are:
Massachusetts; California; Maryland; Florida;
Pennsylvania; Oklahoma; Illinois; Oregon;
Connecticut; New York; Indiana; Ohio.
'<
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10. The natural resources of the United States listed below
are
:
Forests; Wheat; Bronze; Water Power;
Turpentine; Minerals; Soils; Vegetables;
11. The ten cities of the United States largest in population
are
San Francisco; Providence; Baltimore; Trenton; New York;
Philadelphia; Pittsburgh; St. Louis; Detroit; Tacoma;
Los Angeles; Cincinnati; Cleveland; Chicago; Boston.
12. The most important range in the East is:
Green Mts. Adirondack Mts. Blue Ridge Mts.
White Mts. Appalachian Mts. Katskill Mts.
13. The most important mountain range in the West is:
Sierra Nevada Mts. Sierra Madre Mts.
I
Cascade Range; Rocky Mts.
14. Name the Great Lakes on the lines below:
9 > 9
I. In the following questions, match the number of the state
with the product or crop which it leads in producing.
1. Cotton (
2. Tobacco (
3. Potatoes (
4 . Hay (
5. Oats (
6. Spring
Wheat (
7. Winter
Wheat (
8 . Rye
9. Corn (
) 1. Iowa
) 2. Minnesota
) 3. Kansas
) 4. N. Dakota
) 5. Nebraska
6.
New York
) 7. Maine
8. Texas
) 9. N. Caro-
lina
)10. Indiana
11. Wisconsin
1. Phosphate (
2. Meat Pack-
ing (
3. Rubber
Goods (
4. Gold (
5. Clothing (
6. Automo-
biles (
7. Copper (
8. Lead (
9. Silver (
) 1 . Michigan
2. New York
) 3. Illinois
4. Ohio
) 5. Florida
) 6 . Arizona
) 7. Missouri
8. Cali-
) fornia
) 9. Idaho
)10. Iowa
)11. Texas
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Procedure . -- Members of the high school faculty were
most cooperative in assisting the writer with the giving of
the test and in securing the return from the students of
the copies sent home.
The scoring was objective. Each test was tabulated for
1/
the number right and wrong by item. Where students under-
lined more than the correct number of answers in any question
of the multiple choice section the question was scored by the
number right minus the number wrong.
The test allowed a total possible 189 points.
Points
I. True and False 25 questions 25
II. Multiple Choice 15 ti 45
Ill
.
Completion 1 ii 5
IV. Matching 2 it 18
V. Completion 2 ii 96
43 ii 189 points
•See Appendix for Scoring Key.
*! '
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The data was analyzed for the following:
1. To compare the parents with freshmen, sophomore,
junior, and senior high school students.
2. To find out the per cent of items that each group
had correct.
5. To find out which items the adults thought
pupils should know that they, themselves, had
wrong
.
The test results of each group were analyzed for the
mean, standard deviation, standard error of the mean,
difference of the mean (between two groups), standard
error of the difference of the mean, and the critical
ratio
.
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Table 2. Comparison of Parents and High School Seniors.
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.
Mean
Diff.
Mean
S.E.
Diff.
Mean
C.R.
Parents 60 87.33 34.58 4.59
7.66 5.58 1.37
Seniors 31 79.67 17.65 3.17
The mean score in geographical information and under-
standings for the parents was 87.53 as compared with a mean
of 79.67 for the high school seniors. The difference between
the means was 7.66 in favor of the parents.
The critical ratio being 1.37 shows this difference is
not statistically significant. It indicates that there are
82 chances in 100 that the true difference between the mean
scores of the two groups is somewhat greater than zero and
is in favor of the parents.
Table 3. Comparison of Parents and High School Juniors.
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.
Mean
Diff.
Mean
S.E.
Diff.
Mean
C.R.
Parents 60 87.33 34.58 4.59
8.72 5.58 1.56
Juniors 31 78.61 16.82 3.02
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The mean score in geographical information and. under-
standings for the parents was 87.33 as compared with 78.61
for the high school juniors. The difference between the
means was 8.72 in favor of the parents.
The critical ratio being 1.56 shows this difference is
not statistically significant. It indicates that there are
88 chances in 100 that the true difference between the mean
scores of the two groups is somewhat greater than zero and
is in favor of the parents.
Table 4. Comparison of Parents and High School Sophomores.
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.
Mean
Diff
.
Mean
S.E.
Diff.
Mean
C.R.
Parents 60 87.33 34.58 4.59
17.60 6.12 2.87
Sopho-
mores 49 69.73 28.30 4.04
The mean score in geographical information and under-
standings for the parents was 87.33 as compared with 69.73
for the high school sophomores. The difference between the
means was 17.60 in favor of the parents.
The critical ratio being 2.87 shows this difference is
not statistically significant. It indicates that there are
99 chances in 100 that the true difference between the mean
scores of the two groups is greater than zero and is in
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favor of the parents.
Table 5. Comparison of Parents and High School Freshmen.
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.
Mean
Diff
.
Mean
S.E.
Diff.
Mean
C.R.
Parents 60 87.33 34.58 4.59
37.78 5.55 6.80
Freshmen 58 49.55 23.81 3.12
The mean score in geographical information and under-
standings for the parents was 87.33 as compared with 49.55
for the high school freshmen. The difference between the
means was 37.78 in favor of the parents.
The critical ratio being 6.80 shows this difference is
statistically significant. It indicates that the parents
in this town were superior in geographical information and
understandings to the high school freshmen.
Table 6. Comparison of High School Seniors and Juniors.
Group No
.
Mean
F==
S.D. S.E.
Mean
Diff.
Mean
S.E.
Diff.
Mean
C.R.
Seniors 31 79.67 17.65 3.17
1.06 4.46 .23
Juniors 31 78.61 16.82 3.02
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The mean score in geographical information and under-
standings for the seniors was 79.67 as compared with 78.61
for the juniors. The difference between the means was 1.06
in favor of the seniors.
The critical ratio being .23 shows this difference is
not statistically significant. It indicates that there are
18 chances in 100 that the true difference between the means
scores of the two groups is somewhat greater than zero, and
is in favor of the seniors.
Table 7. Comparison of High School Seniors and Sophomores.
Group No. Mean S.D.
-
S.E.
Mean
Diff.
Mean
S.E.
Diff.
Me an
C.R.
Seniors 31 79.67 17.65 3.17
9.94 5.13 1.93
Sophomores 49 69.73 28.30 4.44
The mean score in geographical Information and under-
standings for the seniors was 79.67 as compared with 69.73
for the sophomores. The difference between the means was
9.94 in favor of the seniors.
The critical ratio being 1.93 shows this difference is
not statistically significant. It indicates that there are
95 chances in 100 that the true difference between the mean
scores of the two groups is greater than zero, and is in
favor of the seniors.
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Table 8. Comparison of High School Seniors and Freshmen.
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.
Mean
Diff
.
Mean
S.E.
Diff.
Mean
C.R.
Seniors 31 79.67 17.65 3.17
30.12 4.45 6.76
Freshmen 58 49.55 23.81 3.12
The mean score in geographical information and under-
standings for the seniors was 79.67 as compared with 49.55
for the freshmen. The difference between the means was
30.12 in favor of the seniors.
The critical ratio being 6.76 shows this difference is
statistically significant. It indicates that the seniors in
this high school were superior in geographical information
and understandings to the freshmen.
Table 9. Comparison of Parents and High School Students.
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.
Mean
Diff.
Me an
S.E.
Diff.
Mean
C.R.
Parents 60 87.33 34.58 4.59
21.04 5.02 4.19
Pupils 169 66.29 26.41 2.03
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The mean score in geographical information and under-
standings for the parents was 87.33 as compared with 66.29
for the high school pupils. The difference between the means
was 21.04 in favor of the parents.
The critical ratio being 4.19 shows this difference is
statistically significant. It indicates that the parents in
this town were superior in geographical information and under
standings to the high school pupils.
On the true and false part of the test, Part I, which
included questions on natural resources, size of the United
States, regions of the United States, agricultural areas,
and weather, the parents had the highest percentage of cor-
rect answers, 63.26 per cent, which was, however, only
slightly better than the seniors.
Questions in the true and false part of the test are
as follows:
1. The farmer draws upon natural resources when he raises
crops such as corn, wheat and cotton.
2. The United States is approximately 7/10 as large as
Europe
.
3. The state of Texas is larger than France.
4. All of the people in the world could easily fit into
the state of Montana.
5. Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy and Japan could
all easily fit into the United States at the same time.
6. The many regions of the United States are a disadvantage
due to increased difficulty in transportation.
'.
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7. Certain areas of the Coastal Plain are low and swampy.
8. Railroads from New York to southern Florida travel over
fairly level routes.
9. The climate of the Coastal Plain ranges from temperate
to tropical.
10. Rivers on the Atlantic Coast flow eastward.
11. Irrigation makes the Appalachian Plateau an important
food growing area of the United States.
12. There is much grazing done in the Western Highlands
because the land is of little use for anything else.
13. The Great Basin is used extensively for farming due to
the great demand for vegetables in that area.
14. Decayed volcanic rock makes the soil of the Columbia
Plateau very fertile.
15. The rays of the sun in striking the earth cause differ-
ences in temperature.
16. It has been proven that seasonal changes are good for
people
.
17. Warm winds carry greater quantities of water vapor than
cool winds
.
18. Rainfall in the eastern and central states comes from
the Pacific Ocean.
19. Air rising in regions of low pressure causes dry weather.
20. Air descending in regions of high pressure causes wet
weather
.
21. Winds blowing into high latitudes cause dry weather.
22. Winds blowing from sea to land in summer cause wet
weather
23. Winds blowing up a mountain slope cause dry weather.
24. An anticyclonic storm brings fair weather.
25. Dow and high pressure areas start at some point in the
West and move in a general easterly direction.
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Table 10. Total Number of Items Marked Incorrectly in
Part I, True and False.
Item Freshmen Sophomores Juniors Seniors Parents
1 . 12 10 9 5 9
2 . 34 30 17 14 29
3. 26 29 12 15 9
4. 57 45 29 26 45
5. 34 25 11 13 14
6. 28 15 11 1 18
7. 10 9 7 1 8
8. 22 14 11 9 11
9. 29 19 10 8 16
10. 24 18 10 12 16
11. 36 26 11 14 30
12. 14 15 3 3 12
13. 31 20 13 6 31
14. 19 14 13 11 34
15. 12 13 7 6 8
16. 14 8 6 9 10
17. 18 11 9 8 16
18. 24 13 1 3 14
19. 43 31 20 13 35
20. 35 35 19 20 41
21. 31 27 14 15 33
22. 48 39 24 26 38
23. 27 18 8 11 29
24. 38 27 17 18 32
25. 35 22 10 18 23
Per Cent
of Items 47.50
Correct
56.48 61.03 63.22 63.26
Comparison of the five groups in this table shows that
question 7 was missed the fewest number of times and that
question 4 was missed the greatest number of times.
No question was found to be 100 per cent right by any
group nor was any question totally wrong.
The parents had the greatest percentage of items correct.
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Part II of the test which included questions on the
size of the United States, rivers, communications, cities,
dams, population and mountains showed parents better on
this information by 4.57 per cent over the best high school
score
.
The questions in Part II are as follows:
1. The United States is smaller than:
Argentina; Canada; India; Brazil; China; Soviet Union
2. The United States has the following fractional part of the
world’s population:
1/4; 1/2; 1/8; 1/16; 3/8;
3. The rivers of the United States over 1,000 miles In
length are:
Mississippi Arkansas Brazos Osage Rio Grande
Yellowstone Colorado Columbia Pecos Ohio
Susquehanna Missouri Wabash Snake Red
4. The greatest quantity of gasoline comes into New England
by means of:
Tanker (ship); Truck; Railroad tank car; Pipeline
5. The following cities which would be considered principal
seaports of the United States are:
New York, N.Y. Birmingham, Ala. Richmond, Va.
Spokane, Wash. Fort Worth, Tex. Philadelphia, Pa.
Baltimore, Md. New Orleans, La. Los Angeles, Cal.
Dallas, Tex. Atlanta, Ga. Pensacola, Fla.
6. Four of the following names are those of the highest
dams in the United States. They are:
Council Bluffs Great Falls
Grand Coulee Stillwater
Rock Springs Boulder
Shasta
Ross
Grand Forks
Cl
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7. The river which connects the Great Lakes with the
Atlantic Ocean is:
Mississippi; Ohio; Ottawa; St. Lawrence; Hudson
8. The most densely populated state is:
Pennsylvania; New Jersey; New York; Texas;
Rhode Island; Maryland; Delaware; Ohio
9. The five states which have the greatest population are:
Massachusetts; California; Maryland; Florida;
Pennsylvania; Oklahoma; Illinois; Oregon;
Connecticut; New York; Indiana; Ohio
10. The natural resources of the United States listed below
are
:
Forests; Wheat; Bronze; Water Power;
Turpentine; Minerals; Soils; Vegetables
11. The ten cities of the United States largest in population
are
San Francisco; Providence; Baltimore; Trenton;
Philadelphia; Pittsburgh; St. Louis; Detroit;
Los Angeles; Cincinnati; Cleveland; Chicago;
New York; Tacoma; Boston
12. The most important mountain range in the East is:
Green Mts. Adirondack Mts. Blue Ridge Mts.
White Mts. Appalachian Mts. Katskill Mts.
13. The most important mountain range in the West is:
Sierra Nevada Mts. Sierra Madre Mts.
Cascade Range Rocky Mts.
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Table 11. Total Number of Items Marked Incorrectly in
Part II, Multiple Choice.
Item Freshmen Sophomores Juniors Seniors Parents
1. 57 46 31 29 50
2. 50 34 23 22 29
3. 58 47 31 31 53
4. 47 37 26 25 32
5. 58 48 31 31 52
6. 58 48 30 29 51
7. 32 19 12 13 13
8. 52 41 19 27 35
9. 58 44 29 30 49
10. 50 33 23 17 38
11. 57 48 31 31 57
12. 33 25 12 8 22
13. 15 9 8 4 8
Per Cent
of Items 34.24
Correct
41.31 43.72 42.65 47.22
Comparison of the five groups in this table shows that
question 13 was missed the fewest number and question 11 the
greatest number of times.
No item was 100 per cent correct by any group but some
items were totally wrong.
The parents had the greatest percentage of items cor-
rect and the freshmen the greatest percentage incorrect.
Part III of the test, naming the Great Lakes, shows the
parents with an 85 per cent score as compared with the best
high school grade of 83.22 per cent for the seniors. The
question was as follows: 1. Name the Great Lakes on the
lines below.
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Table 12. Total Number of Items Marked incorrectly in
Part III, The Great Lakes.
Item Freshmen Sophomores Juniors Seniors Parents
1. Huron 37 19 14 9 9
2. Ontario 24 19 12 3 13
5. Michigan 21 9 5 4 7
4. Erie 20 15 5 2 8
5. Superior 32 20 7 8 8
Per Cent of
Items Correct 53.79 62.44 72.25 83.22 85.00
Comparison of the five groups in this table shows that
Lake Michigan is the best known of the Great Lakes with only
46 people missing it. Lake Huron proved most difficult with
88 people missing it.
No item was 100 per cent correct although Lake Erie
approached it in the senior class. No item was totally
wrong
.
Part IV of the test, a matching question dealing with
states and products, shows the parents with a 24.81 per cent
score as compared with the best high school class score of
22.56 per cent for the sophomores.
The question was stated as follows:
1. In the following questions, match the number of the
state with the product or crop which it leads in
producing.
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1. Cotton ( )1.
2. Tobacco ( ) 2
.
3. Potatoes ( ) 3
4 . Hay ( ) 4
5. Oats ( )5.
6. Spring ( ) 6
Wheat 7.
7. Winter ( ) 8
Wheat 9.
8 . Rye ( )10.
9. Corn ( )11.
Iowa 1.
Minnesota 2.
Kansas 3.
N. Dakota 4.
Nebraska 5.
New York 6.
Maine 7.
Texas 8.
N. Carolina9
.
Indiana
Wisconsin
Phosphate (
Meat Packing(
Rubber Goods
(
Gold (
Clothing (
Automobiles (
Copper (
Lead (
Silver (
)l. Michigan
)2. New York
) 3 . Illinois
) 4 . Ohio
)5. Florida
)6. Arizona
)7. Missouri
)8. California
)9. Idaho
10. Iowa
11. Texas
The results of the above question are stated below:
Table 13. Total Number of Items Marked Incorrectly in
Part IV, Products of States.
Item Freshmen Sophomores Juniors Seniors Parents
A. 1. 47 34 28 26 44
2. 50 32 23 24 41
3. 42 24 15 19 33
4. 51 43 30 28 55
5. 55 43 29 29 54
6. 53 43 28 26 51
7. 29 29 14 15 29
8. 56 46 28 29 54
9. 44 35 23 26 42
B. 1. 52 46 30 29 55
2. 47 37 21 25 40
3. 54 39 29 27 47
4. 47 33 19 24 38
5. 46 32 21 26 43
6
.
47 34 21 23 35
7. 54 44 27 29 49
8. 57 45 29 27 53
9. 55 44 27 31 49
Per Cent
of Items 15.13
Correct
22.56 20.78 17.02 24.81
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Comparison of the five groups in Table 13 shows that
in Part A, which dealt with agricultural products, question
7 was missed the fewest number of times while question 8 was
missed the greatest number of times.
No item was 100 per cent correct nor was any item
totally wrong.
In Part B which dealt with states leading in manufac-
tured products, question 6 was missed the fewest number
of times while question 1 was missed the greatest number
of times.
No item was 100 per cent correct but item 9 was totally
wrong in the senior class.
Part V of the test which consisted of two parts, nam-
ing the states and their capital cities, shows that the
junior class had the highest percentage of states correct,
61.96 per cent as compared with the next highest score,
59 per cent for the seniors.
In naming the capital cities of each state, the
parents had the highest score, 34.86 per cent correct as
compared with the best high school class score of 19.28
per cent for the seniors.
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Table 14. Total Number of Items Marked Incorrectly in
Part V, Names of States.
States Freshmen Sophomores Juniors Seniors Parents
1. Maine 10 5 2 2 16
2. N. H. 18 14 3 2 17
3. Vt. 22 16 3 3 17
4. Mass
.
15 3 1 0 16
5. R. I. 24 10 4 0 19
6
.
Conn. 26 16 6 1 18
7. N. Y. 29 10 5 2 17
8. N. J. 44 25 12 7 25
9. Del. 46 27 13 10 30
10. Md. 48 34 11 15 32
11. Penn. 40 26 6 3 28
12. Va. 45 27 8 14 27
13. W. Va. 49 32 10 15 29
14. N. C. 42 23 8 12 24
15. S. C. 45 23 9 13 24
16. Ga
.
42 24 9 10 28
17. Fla. 16 4 0 3 20
18. Ala. 50 32 17 15 32
19. Mis s 46 35 17 16 32
20. Tenn. 40 30 9 13 30
21. Ky. 51 35 15 23 31
22. Ohio 47 32 12 8 26
23. Mich. 49 28 15 16 29
24. Ind. 49 37 22 22 38
25. Wis. 51 38 20 17 35
26. 111. 51 38 18 18 37
27. Minn. 53 38 22 22 31
28. Ia. 53 39 20 26 35
29. Mo. 54 41 22 25 37
30. Ark. 56 42 23 27 39
31. La 51 28 19 9 30
32. Tex. 17 3 0 1 20
33. Okla. 51 33 19 20 32
34. Kans 55 39 21 20 35
35. Neb. 52 39 18 23 34
36. S.D. 45 24 7 14 26
37. N.D. 44 20 7 11 27
38. Mont 53 29 9 20 31
39. Wyo
.
53 35 21 26 37
40. Col. 53 32 14 24 36
41. N .Mex. 44 26 14 8 31
42. Ariz 45 28
i
19 ' 17 33
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Table 14. ( concluded )
States Freshmen Sophomores Juniors Seniors Parents
43. Utah 50 32 17 21 34
44. Id. 51 30 14 16 28
45. Wash. 33 14 5 3 29
46. Ore. 39 25 8 5 30
47. Nev. 47 28 11 11 26
48. Cal. 20 4 1 1 31
Per Cent of
Items Correct
27.65 46.72 61. 9€ 59. Od 52.74
Comparison of the five groups in Table 14 shows that
items 1 and 4 were missed the fewest number of times (Maine
and Mass.). Item 30, Arkansas, was missed the greatest
number of times.
The best known states, in order, are Maine, Massachusetts
Texas, Florida and New Hampshire.
Some items were 100 per cent correct and no item was
totally wrong. Florida and Texas were known by all of the
junior class. Massachusetts and Rhode Island were known by
all of the senior class.
Massachusetts was missed by 15 freshmen, 3 sophomores,
1 junior and 16 parents.
Comparison of the five groups in Table 15 shows that
item 4 was missed the fewest number of times while item 27
was missed the greatest number of times
.
No item was 100 per cent correct and some items were
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totally wrong. None of the freshmen class knew the capital
city of Ohio. None of the sophomore class knew the capital
city of West Virginia. The junior class did not know the
capital cities of Mississippi, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minne-
sota, Missouri, Kansas and Wyoming. The senior class did
not know the capital cities of West Virginia, Mississippi,
Wisconsin, Missouri, and Washington.
Boston was missed hy 31 freshmen, 8 sophomores, 3
juniors, 1 senior and 14 parents.
Table 15. Total Number of Items Marked Incorrectly in
Part V, Capital Cities.
Capital
Cities Freshmen Sophomores Juniors Seniors Parents
1. Augusta 40 27 20 14 18
2. Concord 44 30 23 10 22
3. Montpelier 47 32 24 13 22
4. Boston 31 8 3 1 14
5. Providence 41 23 15 4 20
6. Hartford 49 31 20 12 21
7. Albany 46 33 19 14 23
8. Trenton 54 39 21 16 32
9. Dover 57 44 30 22 38
10. Annapolis 56 47 30 29 47
11. Harrisburg 55 44 28 25 44
12. Richmond 52 38 23 19 34
13. Charleston 57 49 30 31 44
14. Raleigh 57 43 27 25 40
15. Columbia 58 46 30 28 45
16. Atlanta 50 37 19 22 31
17. Tallahassee 51 36 22 20 30
18. Montgomery 56 45 30 29 45
19. Jackson 55 48 31 31 45
20. Nashville 55 46 25 28 40
21. Frankfort 55 47 29 26 44
22. Columbus 58 46 30 28 43
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Table 15. (concluded)
Capital
Cities
1
‘-*
1
-
1 • t-
~
Freshmen Sophomores Juniors Seniors Parents
25. Lansing 56 46 31 29 44
24. Indianapolis 56 45 29 28 44
25. Madison 55 47 31 31 44
26. Springfield 57 46 30 30 43
27. St. Paul 57 47 31 30 51
28. Les Moines 58 48 29 30 44
29. Jefferson City 57 47 31 31 46
30. Little Rock 56 45 29 29 44
31. Baton Rouge 57 44 30 28 47
32. Austin 51 • 36 25 29 34
33. Oklahoma City 52 44 29 27 38
34 . Topeka 58 47 31 30 45
35. Lincoln 56 48 29 30 45
36. Pierre 56 45 28 30 49
37. Bismark 57 45 27 30 47
38. Helena 56 45 29 29 44
39. Cheyenne 56 44 31 30 43
40. Denver 57 43 28 29 38
41. Santa Fe 54 45 29 29 42
42. Phoenix 56 43 30 29 37
43. Salt Lake City 54 42 27 29 38
44. Boise 57 45 29 28 46
45. Olympia 56 43 29 31 52
46. Salem 57 44 29 29 51
47. Carson City 57 46 29 29 40
48. Sacramento 54 39 25 20 38
Per Cent of
Items Correct 7.43 15.05 13.70 19.28 34.86
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
This study has endeavored to answer three questions:
1. What do parents want their high school children to
know in the field of United States geography?
2. How much do high school children know of what their
parents want them to know?
5. How much do parents know of what they want their
high school children to know?
A lack of many objective studies, as stated in Chapter
II, makes It difficult to know the ability of the American
public. However, many surveys show that very little geog-
raphy is taught in the secondary school and that there is a
lack of trained geography teachers. These facts are indica-
tive of what might be expected.
What do parents want their high school children to
know in the field of United States geography? This question
is answered in Table 1 of Chapter III. A majority of the
parents responding placed emphasis on place geography and
many isolated geographical facts. This is probably due to
the fact that the parents were merely remembering what they
had studied in school, place geography and lists of facts.
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and this is the limit of their geographical knowledge and
probably their only conception of it.
How much do high school children know of what their
parents want them to know? Chapter IV, Analysis of Data,
reveals that the high school children did not do as well as
the parents on the material deemed important by parents.
How much do parents know of what they want their high
school children to know? The parents had a greater per cent
of items correct on every part of the test with the exception
of the naming of the 48 states. Table 9 shows a critical
ratio of 4.19 in favor of the parents on the total test as
compared with 169 high school students.
Freshmen, who studied geography most recently of the
high school classes, did not, as might be expected, do better
on the test than the upper classes. The seniors were superior
to the freshmen on every phase of the test. Tables 6, 7, and
8 show the mean score, in comparing seniors with each of the
lower classes, to be in favor of the seniors.
The improvement or greater degree of ability demon-
strated by the upper classes, seniors especially, might be
explained by a wider degree of reading, social consciousness
and awareness of the world about them.
The ability of the parents on the test might be par-
tially explained by the fact that 24 of those taking the
test submitted material for the test in answer to the letter
-o : l . ; .i'
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sent to them.
Tabulation of the number of fathers taking the test
showed that there were 35 as compared with 25 mothers.
In carrying out this study, the author was unable to
compare the results with those of any other study. A recom-
mendation is made for a similar study in other sections of
the United States in order to compare parental opinion and
ability and the ability of their high school children.
•‘V
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Center School
Wayland, Mass.
Dec. 9, 1946
To the Parents of Wayland High School Students:
In the time which has elapsed since you were students,
it is only reasonable to suppose that your experiences have
given you ideas regarding certain school subjects. In order
to find out what Wayland parents think high school boys and
girls should know in one specific area of information we are
sending you this letter.
On the reverse side of this paper, we would like to
have you tell us what definite geographical information and
understandings of the UNITED STATES you feel high school
students should know. These items may be listed by either
or both parents or guardians.
Do not sign your name to this paper. This is not a
personal questionnaire. Extra paper may be used if necessary.
Please return this paper within one week in the envelope en-
closed. Your son or daughter can return it to the school.
Very truly yours.
Russell F. Gearin
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To the Student:
DIRECTIONS :
Start writing as soon as you have finished, reading the
directions and- filled out the information requested ho low*
Do not spend too ffittfch time on any one question but con-
tinue with the test until you have finished and then, return, to
any unanswered items
It will, not be necessary for you. to sign your name to
• i
this teat but the fallowing information would be appreciated*
Gpada (fill, in x)
Froaliman MWMMhI
Sophomore
Male
Female
Junior Age
Senior
Number of courses: in geography studied in high school?
Total number of semesters? V
o

To Parents Of Wayland High School Students:
Your cooperation in filling 6ui the questionnaire
letter recently submitted, to you has boen greatly appro-
•i
elated* The information which you volunteered has been
used to compile this test which has already been given
in the high school*
Would you bo so hind as to return to your school
days onoe again and take this geography teat? Like the
good student w.a trust that you will answer the questions
to the best of your ability without use of any reference
material*
XI' IS UNNECESSARY FOR YOU TO SIGN YOUR NAME to this
test but the following information would be greatly ap-
prooia ted*
The parent taking^ this test is father or mother?
Underline which*
Did you fill out and return the questionnaire lette
submitted to you? *
Number of your ohildren in high school by grades:
Freshman
.
Sophomore
_____
Junior Senior
Tour 0.0n or daughter will return this test to the h
abho olt Ihankyon *
'•
. -w • V
rv
Lj &
A
This test is built upon certain geographical information
ana
understanding deemed important in the 'questionnaire responses
oi
parents, of Uayland High School pupils * Sance tme ue ; i u ooncer^
only the United Statem in the world picture, iv should no u .e ^cu
ft 3 de v ed cample to
«
5H! r.r
Direu.ti.ona: On tlie 13ns provided after each question write extr.er
TBUK or FAL33 whichever you believe best* describes unc
former drawa upon, natural resources when he re -r
such as torn,, wheat and cotton*.
The United Statea Is 7/10 as large as Europe*
The stane of Texas is larger than France*
All of the people in the world could easily fit into, one
state of Montana.,
,5„ Great Britain, Franco r Germany,, Italy and Japan,
could all
easily fit into the United States at the same u.u.te<.
6* The many regions of the United States are a disadvantage
duo to inercaood difficulties in trsnspor tail on*
7„ Certain areas df the Coastal Plain are low and swampy*
8 a Hail.roads from Hew. fork to southern Florida travel
over
fairly level routes*
9 a Trie climate of tlio Coastal Plain ranges from
temperate to
tropical*
10 v , Fivers on the Atlantic Coast £1 oyi easward*
11 *
I
X_.
.1
xa*
14*
.o .»
Irrigation makes the Appalachian Plateau an important
food growinc neation of the united States*
There is. much grazing dene in the. Western Highlands be-
cause the land is of little use. for anything else*
The Great Basin is used extensively fer farming duo to
great demand for vegetables in. that aj ea*
Decayed volcanic reck makes the soil of the Columom
Platoa very fertile*
The rays of the an in driking the earth cause differences
in taimerature*
X—
T-
X-
T._
J*
I _
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.6 *
17 *
It, lias been proven that aegcan&l changes c-.ro. goad for
pe-pl^o
TT^cr.'Ui winds carry greater quantities of water vapor
than. cool, winds* » W|> •» » »r»/W-«M< K . •«
18 * Bainfall in the eastern and central states corns g from -
the Pacific Ocean*
_l <«?««•
13* Air rising in. rogiaim of low prossure causes dry
weather** •
2,0* Air descending in regions of high pressure. causes
wat 7/.oathor «, C_- T
winds Mowing into high latitudes cause, dry weather* |-
. .
2S* Winds, blowing, from- sea to land in summer cause wet
weather* X_
23* Winds blowing up a mountain sd«jpe cause dry weather*
24* An toticyolonic atorm brings fair weather*
2.5* Low and high prassure areas start lt» sens point in
mo vy.oat and move in. s. g:ncral taaterly diract ion*

J a
•
..I tv . r- q'U f al ore. a. rat L i p •: f
x ' ana- or r.isv :: y./.c ^neidex e "T '•?
5 &
’•* V' »» *. » »' \f V *».«»
/( /" <rn*7*V. <nfOv /»“ n"
I;. T£a& United Stales ia smaller than:
Canada, India j Bragi1 > China 5 S v . - • Ufa! ..
:
£fcu-> United States has, tha i )lining fractional part of f'h.v.
v?.arid/ a P • pulat.iaru
1/4; 1/E; 1/S; t/tfc
;
3/So
thy. risers • .f the Uniksd States over 1,000 ratllas in length, ar*
:
'
'•
. -.
~
The greatest quanti ty ri gasoline comes lnt 2 New England by
rri ears of?
Tanker (ship);. Truck.; Railroad tank car •; ripelinei
b , TtJ foil •wing cities; which would be considered pr i no ipa i t • r-
ports cf ths United States are:
t
'
,1 h
v
;.r g . Mdo M e- OyLfrS.ua ., La* Atlanta p &?., Peneac la Plat,
fm*. t the following namea art- flume >i the. highaat, dame m • hr
United States.* They are:
•j r - ; ]
j
v.
•; « • (?: '-a « , ?‘a. I is. . 1 c.s 0. '
j j S ti11w.ate
;;k Springs;; B ouldc.y Grand Forlosi
The river which connects the Great Lakes with the Atlantic Ocean
& H
n cost civn&aly p ‘pula.tsd stats La*
:nsylvania; Naw Jersey; jjaw. York; fems*
y r-n- 0 lawa - < - .0
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- 9* The fim states which hays the, greatest population are?
Mac sachus ©tts California? Maryland ? Florida.
:
Farrsyluarla ; Oklahoma; Illinois : Oregon,*
Gannacticurt : he?;, York; Indiana ; Ohio :
LG® The jm’uSxmX renames of the United States. listed below are;
Forests :: Wheat; Eranse; Water .Power s
Turpentine; Minerals ; Soils ; ifegatables;
Hi The, ten cities of* the United states largest, im population, ares
San Franciscn ; Prsifid&nce; Baltimore ; Tronruon; Fan York :
PM^Ict-dlaiphlai; Pittsburgh:; Lauis ; Be.trait ; Tacoma.;
Las Angeles; Cincinnati; Cie.mlnnd ? Chicago ; Boston;
3L8J* The most important range m the Fast is?
Green Ets® Adirondack Mts® Blue Ridge Mts®
White Mts® Appalachian Mts® KatskilX Mts®
15:
314®
1,
The most important mountain range in the West is:
Sierra Nevada Eta® Sierra Madre Mts®
i
Cascade. Range; Rocky Eta ®
Name the great Lakes an the -lines he Low.:
H (i r - . .. . . , 0 v^-t <* r ,i a id,. ,d slJX
In the following questions, match the number of the state with the
product or crop which it Leads: in producing®
3U Cattan
Tobacco
do Potatoes
4® Hhy
5® Oats
Co Spring Wheat
7 o Winter wheat
Q * Rye
9® Com
(?) 11 Iowa
{H} 2L Minnesota
(7) dh Kansas
((#) ;4® Ho Lakcta
(1} -So Mebrahka
C7} Mew YorkW Baiae
(!?j SI Texas
( I) 9i Hi Carolina
101 Indiana.
11® Wisconsin.
11 Phosphate
21 Beat Packing;
3® Rubber goods
4.; Gold
5* Clothing
6 ® Automobiles
7 i Copper
61; Lead
9*® Silver
(S)X® Michigan
( 3). 2,.; Hew York
( H-) 3® Illinois
(f)4® Ohio
(2)51 Florida
( I ) 6 ® Arizona"
( g)H Eiss®urai
(7) 8! California
(-1 ) 9; Idaho
XO® Iowa
11* Texas
i-)
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